Dear MULTIPLEX fans,
In the previous newsletter we introduced numerous new products, and once again
we have a great new item to present for August: a Masterpiece.
PROFI TX 16 “Master Edition” - premium console transmitter, Made in Germany.

New MULTIPLEX-products available in model shops right now!
PROFI TX 16 Master Edition

Masterpiece

Special version of the MULTIPLEX PROFI TX 16-channel premium console
transmitter with new software - Made in Germany.
The enhanced set includes:
The transmitter, with its extravagant carbon finish and new, pioneering software,
the 16-channel receiver with integral 35 A battery backer and WINGSTABI
technology in an anodised aircraft aluminium case.
The Master Edition software is even faster and even better than all its
predecessors, and takes less than 2 ms to carry out all calculations!
A selection of the new features:
12 flight phases, 11 transmitter controls with unrestricted choice of functionality,
Trainer mode with individual switches, neutral compensation and mixer function,
9-point curves for mixer inputs, servo curves with option of 2, 3, 5 or 9 points,
new MULTICOPTER and WINGSTABI templates.
The PROFI TX transmitter features versatile, flexible set-up facilities for all types

of model, including gliders, power models, jets, helicopters, multi-copters, ground
vehicles and boats.
Set contents:
PROFI TX 16 transmitter with 16 channels and 200 model memories, expanded
with 4 switches and 2 digi-adjusters, LiFePO4 4000 mAh transmitter battery,
WINGSTABI RX-16-DR pro M-LINK integral battery backer 35 A, USB lead (PC
interface and charge lead)
PROFI TX 16 Master Edition

# 3 5704

1199.90 €*

New HiTEC-products available in model shops right now!

Individually adjustable steering wheel
In addition to the standard height adjustment of the LYNX 4S steering wheel, it is
now possible to adjust the angle of the steering wheel to suit personal preferences
using the Angle Adapter.
HiTEC LYNX 4S Angle Adapter
# 110 855
5.90 €*

This month’s tip
Safety First when charging LiPo packs

Safety First has to be the byword, especially when we are handling LiPo batteries.
The AkkuSafe (left) is the ultimate secure container for charging, storing and
transporting your LiPo packs. The fireproof bag is a Must for every modeller!
● Space for ten standard LiPos
● Made of flame-retardant material, safe up to 1200°C
● Fulfils European Norm EN531
● Made in Germany
● External dimensions: 22 x 17 x 10 cm; internal 18 x 14 x 8 cm
AkkuSafe - Made in Germany
# 76 3324
146.90 €*
The Protectpad (right) is a special fireproof mat developed for the charging of LiPo
batteries. An indispensable protective measure when charging LiPo packs!
● Safe surface for batteries and chargers
● Fireproof woven fabric
● Dimensions: 400 x 350 x 5 mm
Protectpad charging mat - Made in Germany

# 76 3325

29.90 €*

MULTIPLEX places its faith in “Quality Made in Germany” rather than “cheap as
chips” - and especially when it comes to safety matters. Attempts at saving a few
pennies in the wrong place can have disastrous consequences, as shown in the
video above.

Rendezvous with MULTIPLEX / HiTEC
Impressions from the 2016 Schwabmünchen Glider Fair

We at MULTIPLEX wish to express our gratitude for a great event, and our warm
thanks go to all the MPX sponsored pilots who attended!
We also enjoyed many an interesting discussion about the new large WINGSTABI
12 / 16, the new ROXXY® Smart Control 45 / 70 / 100 MSB telemetry speed
controllers, the MULTIPLEX Glider Bag and the top-quality MULTIPLEX PROFI TX
and COCKPIT SX RC system transmitters and much, much more. We’re already
looking forward to the 2017 Schwabmünchen Glider Fair.
The MULTIPLEX team - your partner for everything to do with model
flying!

Magazine reviews
COCKPIT SX
“A masterpiece of a hand-held transmitter - Made in Germany - and once again
everything is really done properly. That’s how we would sum up MULTIPLEX’s new
development in a few words. The overall design of this transmitter places the
emphasis on security, great look and feel, and future-proof facilities.”
Aufwind 4/2016

WINGSTABI
“An open system which is therefore a superb choice for all users of other makes of
radio control system.”
RC Revue 6/2016

FUNCUB XL
“Viewed overall, the MULTIPLEX FunCub XL represents a mature, fully developed
foam model aircraft combining great versatility with excellent flying qualities. The
RR version is supplied almost ready to fly, but it still offers the upgrade options of
lighting system, fuselage bay doors and aero-tow release. The fuselage M-frame
ensures that the model is very robust, while the quick-release wing strut fittings
help to make it extremely swift to rig at the flying field. To sum up, this reviewer
really likes this ‘multi-function high-wing aerobatic model’, and would miss it
greatly if it disappeared from his hangar.”
Modellflieger 04/2016

PILATUS PC-6
“The MULTIPLEX Pilatus PC-6 is a great semi-scale model, and totally convincing
in its implementation in model form. The workmanship and fit of parts are
absolutely superb.”
Modelvliegen & Drones 2/2016

FUNGLIDER
“Keep it with you at all times! The design is very well thought out, and the
Funglider really is an ‘always by your side’ model thanks to its small size and easy
rigging - wherever you happen to be.”
Modelvliegen & Drones 2/2016

Great success by MULTIPLEX/HiTEC team pilots
MULTIPLEX triple winners at EAC

At the European Acro Cup in Pocking our team pilots Martin Brandmüller,
Wolfgang Krahofer und Werner Kohlberger shared the top spots.
Results in the Unlimited class:
1st place Martin Brandmüller (MPX PROFI TX & HiTEC servos)
2nd place Wolfgang Krahofer (HiTEC Aurora 9X & HiTEC servos)
3rd place Werner Kohlberger (MPX PROFI TX & HiTEC servos)
Results in the Freestyle class:
1st place Martin Brandmüller (MPX PROFI TX & HiTEC servos)
2nd place Wolfgang Krahofer (HiTEC Aurora 9X & HiTEC servos)
3rd place Werner Kohlberger (MPX PROFI TX & HiTEC servos)

Double victory for Markus Schwab with the ROYAL SX

MULTIPLEX team skipper Markus Schwab continued his successful run in the race
event held at Dux, taking home a double victory in the FSR-V 3.5 and 7.5 classes.

1st place in the BW Cup for aero-towing

MULTIPLEX team pilots Dominik Grebe and Markus Kellerer took first place in the
BW Cup for aero-towing, held recently at Sindelfingen.

1st place in the F3A Bavaria Cup

Congratulations to our team pilot Werner Kohlberger for winning the event in
Hungary, using his PROFI TX M-LINK transmitter and HiTEC servos!

Double victory for MULTIPLEX in the Bayerncup for aero-towing

In collaboration with his team partner Kilian Lang, Markus Kellerer succeeded in
taking first place in the aero-towing contest for the Bayerncup, held at Bad
Wörishofen. Thomas und Holger Höchsmann took an outstanding second place.
They used the MULTIPLEX PROFI TX 16 radio control system.

Werner Kohlberger continues his series of victories

Leiblfing, in the vicinity of Munich, was the location for an F3AX competition in
which MULTIPLEX team pilot Werner Kohlberger won the Unlimited class using his
PROFI TX M-LINK radio control system and HiTEC servos.

First place in the Bavarian Open Thermal Cup

In the third round of the Bavarian Open Thermal Cup held at Freystadt, Josef
Mögn took top spot on the podium in the large-span glider class.
Freystadt was the third and last round of the annual Bavarian Open contest, which
this year attracted no fewer than 44 pilots to the start-line.
Here are the results which Josef recorded in the three contests, plus the overall
score for the Bavarian Championships:
1st place, Weißenburg, 29.05.16
4th place, Nennslingen, 12.06.16
1st place, Freystadt, 10.07.16
These results gave Josef Mögn second place overall in the final scores for the
Bavarian Open Championships for 2016.

Leading places in the Euro Contest Tour

In the first round of the Euro Contest Tour, held at Jungschlag in Austria, Florian
Vogelmann finished the contest in second place, making him top German pilot in
the Unlimited class. Team MPX was highly successful over the weekend: Ullrich
Treyz took third spot, while his brother Holger Treyz was fourth.

Double victory with HiTEC Lynx 4S and servos

HiTEC driver Michael Wiedbrauck came out ahead of the pack in the ORE 4-WD
class, beating team colleague Frank Geistmann into second place in the off-road
race held at Duisburg.

First and third places with HiTEC LYNX 4S

Thilo Tödtmann was victorious, and Jannick Namyslo took third place in the I.C.
class, 1 : 10 track racing, using the HiTEC Lynx 4S.
Warmest congratulations!
MULTIPLEX M-LINK and HiTEC - systems for winners!
With all best wishes,
Your MULTIPLEX team
* Recommended Retail Price in € incl. VAT
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